Response to microbial infection must be perfectly balanced to kill off the bugs but not the surrounding host tissue. Wirtz et al. (page 1875) report that in sepsis this balance fails. By attempting to prevent an overzealous innate immune response, the cytokine IL-27 prevents efficient bacterial clearance.

IL-27 is strongly induced by microbial stimuli in vitro*,* but its response to microbes in vivo was unclear. In a mouse model of septic peritonitis, microbial invasion from the gut triggered IL-27 production. IL-27 was produced earlier than cytokines of the adaptive immune response, IL-12 and IL-23, indicating that IL-27 induction was, in this case, part of the innate response.

In earlier studies, IL-27 was shown to promote T cell proliferation and thus positively regulate adaptive immunity. In the present study, however, IL-27 displayed a negative effect on the innate response: mice lacking functional IL-27 cleared bacteria more efficiently and were more likely to survive than their wild-type counterparts. The authors attribute this increased survival to a corresponding increase in the number and the oxidative burst activity of granulocytes found in the abdomen.

How IL-27 suppresses myeloid cell activation remains to be determined. Furthermore, "the normal physiological role \[of IL-27\] is still unclear," says Wirtz. Its role in innate immunity, at least, is probably to limit inflammation and thus protect body tissues from damage. In the case of sepsis, however, this control goes too far. ![](jem_iti_end.jpg)
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